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reviewsin “historical” Hungary governed by four out-
standing rulers. Two were the Angevin monarchs 
Charles i (1288 –1342), and his son, Louis the Great 
(1326 –1382), succeeded by Sigismund of Luxem-
bourg (1368 –1437), and finally Matthias Corvinus 
(1443–1490). While a chronological dynastic se-
quence allows the reader to concentrate quickly 
on a particular period, the book overall is con-
ceptually based around thematic sections. Short 
essays on objects the contributors consider to be 
the major representative examples of their era 
and type as well as notices about museums and 
collections possessing medieval Hungarian art 
then supplement the lengthier articles. Extensive 
bibliographies with English translations of the 
Hungarian titles accompany each study. 

Space constraints prevent mentioning every 
contribution. The practical alternative is a selec-
tion taken from all the sections with the first: 
Sources and Studies for Hungarian Medieval Art pro-
viding the scientific background necessary for 
understanding the subsequent ones. A learned 
review of the literature and historiography of the 
genre (Ernö Marosi) examines the course of art 
history in Hungary. This highly informative ac-
count looks at the early official protection of mon-
uments enacted under Austro-Hungarian rule, the 
establishment of the University of Budapest’s Art 
History department, and twentieth-century ide-
ologies subject to a fluctuating political climate.  

Beyond an art historical approach, the second 
section: City and Territory also relies on history and 
archaeology to trace the development of the Car-
pathian Basin. The ideas of continuity and discon-
tinuity of settlement networks (Katalin Szende) 
addresses the dichotomy between Roman towns 
and those inside the barbaricum upon medieval 
urban planning. The Christianization of Hunga-
ry begins with a focus on the two earliest prime 
centers of Esztergom and Székesfehérvár, little 
effected by antique precedents, whose royal foun-
dation sustained secular and religious functions 
for the Árpád dynasty (1000 –1301). One response 
to the force increasing urbanization exerted on 
kings, their officers, and bishops was the divi-
sion of the kingdom into counties (still in effect) 
making growth more manageable. Whether the 
result of military defense or commerce, the history 
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The admirable aim of producing a thorough 
survey in English on the art of medieval Hunga-
ry closes a gap within European art history that 
remained open too long. The main problems were 
threefold encompassing time, territory, and lan-
guage. Twenty-four contributors were confronted 
with a chronology spanning half a millennium, 
from the establishment of the Christian King-
dom of Hungary in 1000 until the victory of the 
Ottoman Turks in 1526. Besides this long frame-
work, an original enormous region was drasti-
cally reduced by repartition after World War i. 
Borders shifted as place names changed into 
other tongues. Hungarian scholarship already 
largely inaccessible because of its linguistic diffi-
culty became saddled with diverse titles for the 
same sites. Now English, the current lingua franca, 
admits an international academic audience into 
what was a restricted world of often little-known 
significant monuments. 

The broad scope of this ambitious enterprise 
requires clear explanation of its arrangement and 
specific focus provided in the Introduction: Hun-
garian Medieval Art from a European Point of View 
(Xavier Barral i Altet) which underlines the dom-
inant theme of an inclusive Europe. Organization 
of works of art follows standard conventions of 
Romanesque and Gothic into the early Renais-
sance, the latter categories occupying a position 
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reviews of urban building (Pál Lövei) is associated with 
monuments protection. An ample list of structures 
nationwide covering the 500 years under con-
sideration demonstrates the depth of Hungarian 
cultural heritage preservation. A last perceptive 
point not to ignore castles and manors because 
of their serviceable purpose traverses the coun-
tryside (István Feld). In addition to strategic pro-
tection, castles could house high ranking clerics 
providing sites for early cathedrals, Esztergom 
again being the most prominent. Whereas manors 
first were a king’s temporary home that during the 
Angevin dynasty (1301–1382) might be combined 
with castles culminating in King Charles i’s es-
tablishment of the royal residence and fortress 
at Visegrád. 

Consistent with an integrated conception of 
the material, the third section considers Architec-
ture and Art in the Context of Liturgy retaining the 
customary stylistic divides between Romanesque 
and Gothic. Romanesque cathedrals and abbeys 
(Béla Zsolt Szakács) moreover incorporate the so-
cial history behind the patronage of large building 
projects. A return to Székesfehérvár, the corona-
tion and burial site of Hungary’s Kings, presents 
one renown instance. The church of the Virgin 
Mary there in 1083 during the reign of King Ladis-
las i (1077–1095) experienced the dual canonization 
of the first Christian ruler Stephen (997/1000 –1038), 
and his son, Prince Emeric (1000/7–1031) whereup-
on a hallowed environment arose appropriate for 
local pilgrimage 1. Court circles eventually caused 
Gothic to supplant Romanesque in the thirteenth 
century. Its initial Hungarian period (Imre Takács) 
witnessed the strong influence of French Gothic 
exemplified in the fragments and reconstruction 
of the Tomb of Queen Gertrude, ca 1220 –1230, 
originally in Pilis Abbey 2. 

The increasingly international character of 
Early Gothic effected the art of an altered elite, 
many residing in the new fortified hill town cap-
ital of Buda, King Bela iv (1235–1270) created in 
1247. A prominent Italian cultural bias evolved 
due to the Angevin dynasty’s Neapolitan origins 
that introduced the preference for what justifiably 
is dubbed “Hungarian Trecento” (Pál Lövei and 
Imre Takács). Once Charles i secured the throne 
in 1310 Italianate taste infiltrated various media. 

Precious works best kept in a treasury like the 
Icon of the Virgin and Child [Fig. 1], ca 1360s, show 
rich enamels emphasizing Hungarian-Angevin 
heraldry which enframe Italo-Byzantine images3. 
Louis the Great’s commission of this votive pic-
ture still preserving its original appearance and 
still in its original location in Mariazell basilica 
(Styria, Austria) testifies to the elegant “Italian-
ism” Angevin era objects could attain. 

Section four: Religious Cults and Symbols of Pow-
er is a necessary adjunct component using a differ-
ent methodology apart from art historical analysis 
noted in the Introduction. Instead of examining the 
worship of saints in conjunction with attributes of 
power, here scholars now delve into the symbolic 
uses of power that patrons wanted their artistic 
commissions to express. An intensive discussion 
of the ways recent Hungarian historiography 
treats saints’ cults and their depictions (Gábor 
Klaniczay) announces this section. Beginning 
in 1989, politics motivated substantial changes 
throughout the former “Communist Common-
wealth” reinstating the Catholic church’s visibility. 
Celebrations of religious women were among the 
adjustments and resulted in two canonizations of 
holy princesses, Agnes of Bohemia (1211–1282) and 
Hedwig of Anjou (1384–1399) whose cults became 
national symbols. Meanwhile, the 800th anniversa-
ry of St Elizabeth of Hungary’s birth (1207–1231) 
would engage Europe. 

Beata stirps (sainted lineage) supported the An-
gevin’s claim to the Hungarian throne strength-
ened when they obtained their own dynastic saint 
in 1317. The cult of Louis of Anjou (1274–1297) soon 
entered Hungary becoming especially subject to 
royal veneration4. Representations of the idea of 
Angevin kingship (Vinni Lucherini) painstaking-
ly considers imagery required to rely on political 
power. One mid-fourteenth-century manuscript 
made for Louis the Great, the Chronicon Pictum 
(Hungarian Illuminated Chronicle) artfully reinvents 
the history of the Hungarian monarchy until 
Charles i incurred a defeat in 13305.

Leaving overt manipulation to suit religious 
and/or legislative needs, the fifth section tackles 
Forms of Art between Public and Private Use strad-
dling a divide separating the temporal from the 
divine. Metal work and textiles in late medieval 
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Gertrude (13th century)”, Studies in Digital Heritage, i/2 
(2017), pp. 501–517.

3 For the development and transmission of this subject, see 
Dragos-Gheorghe Năstăsoiu, “Patterns of Devotion and 
Traces of Art. The Pilgrimage of Queen Elizabeth Piast to 
Marburg, Cologne, and Aachen in 1357”, Umění, lxiv/1 
(2016), pp. 29 –43, sp. pp. 34–35 and color plate 5.

4 For the Hungarian perception of the Angevin St Louis, see 
Béla Zsolt Szakács, “A Foreigner in Hungary: The Cult of 
Saint Louis of Toulouse in the Medieval Hungarian King-
dom”, in Da Ludovico d’Angiò a San Ludovico di Tolosa: I testi 
e le immagini, Teresa D’Urso, Alessandra Perriccioli Saggese, 
Daniele Solvi eds, Spoleto 2017, pp. 285–295.

5 For a new facsimile and analysis of the text and images, see 
The Illuminated Chronicle and Studies on the Illuminated Chron-
icle, János M. Bak, László Veszprémy eds, Budapest 2018.

6 Notwithstanding stating three thematic sections in the 
Introduction, six appear and each receives scholarly assess-
ment. The abandonment of numerical sequence may just 
have gone undetected.

Hungary (Evelin Wetter) commences by entering 
the world of precious metal royal and diplomatic 
gifts most notably bearing a later fifteenth-century 
provenance associated with Matthias Corvinus. 
Textiles were even more mobile reaching Hungary 
via North Italian or Near Eastern trade routes, 
and the encroaching Ottoman Empire. These 
two types of “treasury arts” reveal a Hungarian 
upper-class penchant for sophisticated luxuries, 
domestic and imported. 

The sixth and final section6: The Middle Ages 
after the Middle Ages moves on to explore the con-
tinuation of medieval art well into later eras ulti-
mately becoming an architectural revivalist ideal 
by the close of the nineteenth century (Gábor 
György Papp). Art during the reign of Sigismund 
of Luxembourg (Imre Takács) centers on one of 
Europe’s grand politicians at a time of histori-
cal transition. In Hungary since 1379, Sigismund 
inherited a prosperous realm from the Angevin 
dynasty. Although his artistic patronage only 
began post 1400, two eloquent contributions dis-
tinguish it. The remodelling and enlargement of 
the royal palace in Buda, and on a more intimate 
level, the promotion of his image including the 
incognito portrait. Both forms of visual propa-
ganda offer a new sense of self regarding a ruler. 

The last attempt to refashion a culture embod-
ies the Renaissance vision of art in King Matthias’ 
court (Árpád Mikó). Elected monarch in 1458, 
Matthias Hunyadi’s (Corvinus) absence of royal 
blood caused another instance of questioning 
an outsider’s validity to govern Hungary. His 
marriage to Beatrice of Aragon in 1476, achieved 
the dual purpose of nominal political legitimacy 
while making him the first important patron of 
Italian Renaissance art outside the peninsula. 
Tuscan artists created high quality decorations 
all’antica to “modernize” the regal residence in 
Buda. For Buda as well, King Matthias assembled 
his most famous entity, the Bibliotheca Corvi-
na, a monument to book culture in Hungary.

1 This function mirrors the one King Stephen put into effect 
on a grand scale when he inaugurated a pilgrimage route 
to Jerusalem through Székesfehérvár in 1018.

2 For the first virtual reconstruction of her tomb based on 
Takács’ work, see Beatrix Szabo et al., “High Precision 
Laser Scanning Assisting in the Service of Historical and 
Art Historical Research. The Burial Monument of Queen 

1 / Icon of the 
Virgin and Child, 
Mariazell basilica
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The clear intention of Annex i: Medieval Artworks 
and Monuments focuses on objects. Above all else, 
the Holy Crown of Hungary [Fig. 2] (Ernö Marosi) 
remains the country’s most potent symbol. Often 
mistaken for the “crown of St Stephen”, this head-
piece sanctioned a legitimate coronation since the 
dawn of the monarchy. Artistically, East and West 
merge to form a sumptuous work initially created 
for other functions. The pinnacle of its checkered 
career happened in 2000 when the Hungarian Holy 
Crown received public legal and political status 
following “translation” out of the National Mu-
seum into the House of Parliament in Budapest.

The blending of cultures nonetheless yields to 
the notion of “European”. A Romanesque tympa-
num [Fig. 3] for Szentkirály, in Western Hungary 

presents an innovative depiction of the donors 
(Xavier Barral i Altet). The now unknown couple 
kneeling on either side of the enthroned, blessing 
Christ in this marble relief maintains the same 
scale. He offers a model of the site, while she 
holds a fractured object plausibly proposed to 
be a column. Their similar size stresses equali-
ty; a novel commentary for the period on the part 
women might play as patrons of art. 

The historical critique supplied in Annex ii: 
Museums and Collections Holding Medieval Art is an 
invaluable addition augmenting basic guidebook 
information and a worthy conclusion.

The four editors had the formidable task of or-
ganizing a copious amount of material published 
in a language not their own. They succeeded over-
all. The texts are clear, the errors often pertain-
ing to proofreading oversights. Some may have 
happened due to the rapid production schedule 
perhaps preventing the incorporation of new in-
formation too just cited in the bibliography. These 
matters still do not detract from the need for this 
book. To make regions long barred to a wide pub-
lic familiar is an achievement unto itself. To next 
print 250 black and white figures and 94 color 
plates; including maps and ground plans creates 
an unparalleled visual corpus. Together they en-
able foreigners to seriously encounter the glorious 
past of medieval Hungary and its attendant art. 

Adrian S. Hoch
The Umbra Institute
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Crown of Hungary, 
front side (photo  
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1074–1077, 
12th century 
/ House of 
Parliament 
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3 / Tympanum 
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Hungarian 
National Gallery 
(Budapest)


